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The object of this paper is to establish a theorem for the two

dimensional H-function transform This theorem, is then used to evaluate 

a general double infinite integ-ral involving the product of Laguerre 

polynomials, and H-functions of one and two variables. Several other 

integrals have also been indicated briefly. 

I. Introduction 

The two-dimensional H-function transform is defined and 

represented by the following integral equation ( Mittal and Goyal 

( 9, p. 2] ; see also Joshi and Prajapat [ 7, p. 131 ] ) 

(l.l) H {f (x,y) : s, t }=st J 00J 00 

H1 [sx, ry] ,r (x,y) dx dy 
. 0 0 

provided that the double integral occurring on the right-hand side of 

( 11) is absolutely convergent. { For a systematic study of two general 

classes of multidimensional ( and multivaJiable ) fl-function transfor

mations, see a series of recent papers by Srivastava and Panda [ 15, 

parts I and II]. } 

Here 
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is the well-known H-function- of twG. variables ( see, for example, Goyal 

[ 3 ] and Mittal and Gupta [10] where <fo ( ~. '1J ), 01 m and 02 (·IJ) and 

the conditions on the parameters are given in d'etail }. The notation used 

here for this function is essentially the same as the notation intorduced 

by Srivastava and Panda ( 14, p. 266, Eq. (1.5)] who also gave analo

gous notations for their H-function of several compl'ex variables ( see 

also Gupta a11d Goyal' [ 6, p. 26, Eq. (1.1) l ). 

2 MAIN THEOREM 
Let 

(i) Re (a) >0, Re (b) >0, U;:>Oi,V>f3',..l arg s I <~Ure, 

ar" t j < 1,Vrc 
b .... ' 

where 

Pi ql m2 q2 n2 P2 
(2.1) U=- l: aj - 2.,', ~;+ 2.,' sj- 2 aj+ z e:;- z e:1 

i-1 1-"1 J~l j=m2+J i~1 j=nz+I 

and 

Pi ql m3 f/3 n3 Pa 
Z A1- Z B1 + Z Fi- Z F1+ Z E1- Z E1 
i~l J=l j·=l J=m3+1 j=l j=n

3
+1 

(ii) f (x,J1) is a continuous function for x > 0 ar:id y > O, 

(iii) the doub;J.e :H-fonction transform: rlefaqed_; by ( L ~) of 

exists. 

Then 



r (r-k) ! (v+2k) r(v+k) (-a/J)k 
.J; 

i.~o k ! r(v+k+r+J) 

.H { (xy) ke-ax-by L(v+2k) (ax)L(v+2k) (b;) f (x,y);s, t} 
r-k r-k 

where L,.M (x) is the well-known Laguerre polynomial. 

Proof. From ( 1.1) and a known formula due to BurchnaU, and 

Chaundy [l, p. 127] 

we have 

('.°"!.5) H { e-om-li'J £,.Cvl (ax+by)f (x,y); £, t} 

[ 

~ (r-k) ! (v+2k) r (v+k) 
,,,, (- ab xy)k 
10~0 k ! f(v+k+r+l) 

.L(v+2k) (ax) L (v+2k) (by)]: dx d),'. 
r-k r-k . 

Now, on interchanging the order or· integration and sumQo.a,ti<m 

in (2.5) ( which is justified as the series involved is finite), and using 

(l.l) again, we easily arrive at the main result (~.3;. 

3. SPECIAL CASES 

The main theorem established here involvJ:!S a two- dimen<>:onal 

H-function transform which is quite general in nature. Thus with the 

help of interconnections between this transform and var:ous classes of 

known integTal transforms recorded by Mittal and Goyal [ 9, pp. 4-5], 

one can easily obtain a number of (known or new) theorems. We give 
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below a few interesting special cases of the main theorem. 

(i) If, in the main theorem, we take p1 =q1 =0 all (J.' s, ~· s, i::' s, I>' s, 

A' s, B' s, E's and F' s equal to unity and apply a known result 

[ 10, p. 1:20, Eq. (1.4)] therein, we get the following corollary. 

Corollary I (Goyal [ 5 ] ) 

[ 

· . m, n a, ~ (av) (c..,) "l 
(3 I) S e-nx-bv],,<'l(ax+by) J (x,y): : ; : ; s. t ·1 

p, q "I], a (bq) (ds) _! 

== ~ (r-k) : h+2k) r (v +k).· (-ab)l' "[ 
=• £J ..., ( ry) k t-ax-1111 

• k·•O · k 1 r ( v t k + 1 +I) . 

('1+2k) (v+2k) m, n a,~ (av) 
.L (ax)L \by)f(xy); 

r-k r-k p, q "fj, a (b<J) 

where .\ [f (x,y) : s, t] stands fo1· a general integral transform 

introduced and studied by Goyal [ 4 ] and the dmditions easily 

obtainable from the main theorem are assumed to be satisfied. 

(ii) Further, putting n=P=O, p~·IJ=l, m=a=q=l>~2 in (3.1) and 

applying the known relation [ 4, p. 132, Eq. (2.2) ], we· arrive at 

the following interesting result under the conditions directly obtai

nable from the rnain theore.n. 

Corollary 2 · 

(3.2) 

r (r•-k) ! (v+2k) r(v+k) (-ab)k 
= ~ 

k'"'O 1c ! r(v+k+r+I) 

(v+2k) . 'J-.rk) · . 111;2' 1 2• 1 ·· '_t_l ·k +1 r ]·. 
.L k ,ax; L h \by) j(X,yj; . ; s, t r- r-

. ·. · · A2+t.:k2+t,r2 
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where 

J
= 1= -,\1-i -,\2-! -f (sx + 0') 

=St (sx) (ty) e 
0 0 

is the generalized Laplace transform of two variable~ introduced by 

Nigam [ 11, p. 331 ]. 

Lastly, if we put A1=k1=-rh A2=k2=-r2 in (3.2) .it will 

reduce to corresponding result for the well...:known- Laplace transform 

of two variables. 

4.APPLICATIONS 

In terms of Fox's H-function [ 2 ], let 

in the main theorem, use (I.I) and k.nown results [ 13, p. 201, Eq. _(I); 
/ ; ' ; . ·~" ; 

p: 125, Eq. (2) J ; we find that 

m, 0 [ I (gj,Gj)i, 1• J 
.H . ex>.. ys · H [ sx, {JI ] dx dy 

p, q J(h;, H1)i, q 

r (v+2k) r(v+k) (-ab)k r(I +v+k+r) 
= I) 

,,~o k. (r-k) {r(l+v+2k) }2 
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. H 1 [ sx+ ty] dx d_y. 

Now, using series expansions for 1F1-- functions, changing the order of 

integrations and summations (which is justified under the conditions 

imposed with the main integral given below), and applying ,a known 

integral due to Panda [ 12, p. 158, Eq. (1.2) ],we arrive at the following 

double i:mregral (which is beEeved to be new ) : 

Main Integral 

. H1 [ sx, ty ] dx dy 

( bj ~1.')1 q J .• 1 
(a/.a/) 1 P 

• 1 

where 

('1+2k) r(v+k)r(l +v +k+r+u)r(J +v+k+r+v) 
(4.4) rp(u,v} )= -----------------

k ! (r-k) ! r(J+v+k+r)r~l+v+2k+u) 

-------
r{l +v+2k-;-v) u! v! 



a/=1-ai-(p+u+k)ai-(a+v+k) A; ; a;'=Aai+aAi 

The integral (4.3) is valid under the following conditions : 

Re (a)>O, Re (b)>O, U>-0, V>O I arg s I <t Ur;, 

I arg t I <t Vic, A.>0, a>O, I arg cl<! he, 

- " min [Re ( ~. ) ] 
J~j~m , 

-min [Re( di ) I < R: (p)-
l~j~m2 aj 

-a min [Re(hi ) ] - min [Re (J_i)] <Re (a), 
J~j~m Hi h};;,_m3 F; 

and the series occurring on the right-hand side is assumed to oonverge 

absolutely, A being given by 

m .q 
A= .E Hi- .E 

i~l j=-m+l 

5. PARTICULAR CASES OF (4 4) 

(i) Taking m=q=2, P=O, H1=H2=I, h1=µ/2, h2=-µ/2 i1,1. ·(4.4) 

and replacing,\ by 2,\, a by 23, and c by c2/4. we get . ( by. virtue 

of a known formula [ 8, p. 145. Eq. 20 ] ) The following integral : 

(5.1) Joo J00 

xP-1 y""-1 e-ax-bv L,.M (ax+ by) K,..,.(< xJ.. Jli) H 1 [sx, ·Ji]dx dy 
0 0 . . 

(d/, 3il1, m 2 ,(f;', 3Fi)i, •13 .(d;' 3;)1112•·1• q2 ,(!>;", ~/)i, ,1 · l 
(±µ/2,~),(c;',,\<:j)i, n2 1 (e;',3E1)i, "3' (c;', 1hi)114.c1, Jl 2 (a/, a/)1, PI _ 
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(ii) Ifwe put m~q=l, P=O, n1 =0, H 1=J, ><=3=1 in (4.4), we get 

the following result : 

co r n2+n3+1, m2+m3 
= S-P t-a l:: }; ,P(u, v, k)H · 

u,.,=o ,,=o ql +q2+q3, Pi +h+ Pa+l 

( 

I stc 

L 

(d/,31)i,m ,(f;', F;)i,q , (d;',31)m +1 q , (b1',~1+B1)i,q 
2 3 2 •2 1 

(O,J)(c/,e:;)i.n ,(e;',E;)i,p ,(c/,e:;)n +1 P ,(a/,ct.1+A1)i,p 
2 3 2 .2 1 

l 
I 
J· 

The conditions of validity of (5. l) and (5.2) are easily obtainable 

from those given with (4.4). 

Several other double integrals involving simpler special functions of one 

and two variables can also be obtained from (4.4) simply by specializing 

the parameters of various functions involved. 
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